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Faith connection for the week of:  May 2:   
Series:  “Trusting God in spite of what we see” 
 

   Today:   “Faith as seen through the eyes of God 
     Samson—God using people in spite of their life” 

 
 

PRAYER HERE OR LATER IF MEETING AS A GROUP 
 
 
OPENING QUESTION 
 
 What was the hardest part of your early childhood? 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
 FIRST—what was the most encouraging, troubling, or challenging thought from 
Sunday’s message? 
 
 
 SECOND—what do we ‘do’ about ‘those’ who seem to have walked with the Lord yet 
have a very inconsistent spiritual life? 
 
 
 THIRD—how can we encourage people who are not consistent in their walk with the 
Lord? 
 
 
 FOURTH—how do you stay steady in your walk with the Lord—avoiding the great 
missteps of someone like Samson? 
 
 
 FIFTH—how do we examine our faith and then what do we do with that examination? 
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STUDY—we cannot cover everything about Samson.  I am going to try and ‘fit this in’ to our 
normal time allotment but feel free to skip or tweak as needed. 
 
JUDGES 13—the call of Samson  {some of this will be “YOU” sharing observations} 
 
   Introduction: 
 ONE—notice the situation—verse 1 
  Israel did evil 
  God gave them over to the Philistines. 
  NOTE how long they were under their captivity 
 
 TWO—notice the description of the parents of Samson—v. 2 
  A ‘certain man’ 
  A barren woman 
 
NOTE:  think of the ‘ordinary’ people of the Bible.   
  
 QUESTION—we ask this question over and over—why does God choose ordinary people 
to do His extraordinary work? 
 
 THREE—note the ONE calling 
 
  QUESTION—who is ‘the angel of the LORD?’ 
   {Leaders—this is called a ‘theophany’ or, an appearance of Jesus in the 
older testament}. 
 
  QUESTION—what significance can we place on the fact that it is THE ANGEL OF 
THE LORD and not just ‘some’ angel who appears to the parents? 
 
 
 NOW—just by way of observation—look through this chapter at the numbers of times 
the ‘angel of the LORD’ or ‘the angel of God’ is mentioned: 
   v. 3 
   v. 6 
    Question—note the description of the ‘angel of God’—just by 
surmising—what do you think He looked like by way of features?  {Height, weight, etc.}. 
   v. 9 
   v. 13 
   v. 15 
   v. 16 
   v. 20 
   v. 21 {mentioned two times} 
 
 FOUR—just observe the Spirit of the LORD stirring him—v. 25 
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QUESTION—with all the preparation—why do you think Samson wavered so much in his walk 
with the Lord? 
 
 
JUDGES 14—the “marriage”  {NOTE—the marriage would not be consummated until after the 
feast so, technically, Samson did not marry her}. 
 
 VERSES 1-3 
   
  NOTE—two words that describe Samson are:  he ‘saw’ and he ‘wanted.’ 
 
  Question—as strong as he was physically, how could he be so weak spiritually? 
 
  Question—an ‘argument’ sometimes used by Christians is:  “I am marrying a 
non-Christian in order to ‘save’ them?  WHAT IS THE FALLACY OF THAT REASONING? 
 
  Question—we DO ask this question often but:  ‘how do we discipline ourselves 
in the faith’ so we don’t get driven by just what we ‘see’ and ‘want?’ 
 
 
 VERSE 4—notice God’s plans here.   

We use the expression that “God does not condone sin but He redeems it.” 
 
  Question—what do you understand that to be saying? 
 
  Question—with that in mind—how do we NOT use this as an excuse to sin? 
    {LEADERS—the thought being that God will use my sin anyway for 
His purposes so it is not a big deal}. 
 
 
 VERSES 6-9—we come, yet again, to one of those puzzling passages. 
 
   NOTE—the Spirit of the LORD came upon him so he could kill the lion. 
 
 YET—LOOK OVER AT NUMBER 6:1-8 and part of the provision of the Nazirite vow 
 
  Question—what are the restrictions put on someone who makes a Nazirite vow? 
 
{LEADERS—Nazirite means ‘one separated.’  As you look at these verses here is what you find: 
 
    ONE—abstaining from wine or strong drink or even grape juice 
    TWO—hair shall not be cut 
    THREE—they shall touch no dead thing 
     This includes EVEN his close family 
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 SO—Samson defiled himself AND, his parents through passing on the honey from the 
dead carcass. 
 
 
 VERSES 19-20—Samson puts himself in the position we find him in these verses.  {This is 
because of what happened in verses 10-18 which you can summarize if you wish}. 
 
  ONE—note that the same phrase is used here related to the Spirit of God as was 
used in verse 6 and the lion. 
  TWO—he kills 30 men in order to get their clothes to fulfill the promise he made 
related to his riddle. 
 
  Question—how do we reconcile these two things? 
   {LEADERS—it goes back to God redeeming sin.  Samson’s job is to get free 
from the Philistines and this is one more instance of that taking place}. 
 
NOW—just some ‘random’ thoughts: 
 
 15:14—note that the same phrase is used about the Spirit of God coming on him. 
  NOTE—the NASB uses the word ‘came’ upon him—the idea behind the Hebrew 
word is the Spirit ‘rushed upon’ him. 
 15:15—similar to the lion—we find him touching something that was dead {it was the 
‘fresh jawbone’ of a donkey’}. 
 
 15:20—note that he judged Israel for 20 years. 
  NOTE—we get to see his highlights and his low lights. 
 
   Question—we use the expression that God loves us or chooses us ‘in 
spite of’ our flaws and faults and imperfections.  How does Samson help us to understand that? 
 
   Question—one more time, though—how do we NOT use Samson as an 
excuse to sin—thinking—if God used Samson ‘in spite of’ his sin—why can’t He use me? 
 
 16:27—just take note of who is present here.  This would be the equivalence of having 
all the members of congress in one place. 
 
 16:28-30—God answers the prayer of Samson. 
 
   Question—we discussed this last week but….how does his life offer an 
example of ‘being forgiven yet, suffering the consequences for sin?’ 
 
Do you have any final thoughts on Samson, his life or what was noted this week? 
 
 


